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Video: Pfizer’s “Secret” Report on the COVID Vaccine. Beyond Manslaughter. The Evidence
Is Overwhelming. The Vaccine Should be Immediately Withdrawn Worldwide

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, January 18, 2023

This  confidential  Pfizer  Report  provides  data  on  deaths  and  adverse  events  recorded  by
Pfizer from the outset of the vaccine project in December 2020 to the end of February 2021,
namely a very short period (at most two and a half months). The data from mid-December
2020  to  the  end  of  February  2021  unequivocally  confirms  “Manslaughter”.  Based  on  the
evidence, Pfizer had the responsibility to immediately cancel and withdraw the “vaccine”.

Nazis’ Children at the World Economic Forum

By Rodney Atkinson, January 18, 2023

Among those attending this year’s World Economic Forum in Davos are Chrystia Freeland,
(Deputy Prime Minister of Canada and avid supporter of the Ukrainian State) Ursula von der
Leyen and of course the founder of the WEF Klaus Schwab who have in common that their
fathers or grandfathers were leading Nazis.

Ukraine War Spills Over Into the Middle East

By Philip Giraldi, January 18, 2023

There is considerable hypocrisy in the US/European point of view as the US and NATO have
been invading and regime changing governments in a number of countries since 9/11,
including that of Ukraine in 2014.
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“Punishing Vladimir Putin”: Duplicitous EU Bureaucrats Demand War Crimes Tribunal

By Kurt Nimmo, January 18, 2023

German Foreign Minister Anna Baerbock is nursing a fantasy. She believes one day Vladimir
Putin will be hauled into The Hague and tried for war crimes. Her dream is to punish Putin
for fumigating Nazis in Ukraine.

Pottery, Poetry, and Protest: “Hear Me Now” at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

By Prof. Sam Ben-Meir, January 18, 2023

This is an extraordinary exhibition, the significance of which can hardly be overstated. One
can perceive these ceramics fashioned by the hands of slaves, as the material incarnation of
human freedom: on one hand, they are the work of men in bondage and yet they stand
witness to an inwardness, a human core that cannot be enslaved.

‘Fragmented World’ Sleepwalks Into World War III

By Pepe Escobar, January 18, 2023

The self-appointed Davos “elites” are afraid. So afraid. At this week’s World Economic Forum
meetings, mastermind Klaus Schwab – displaying his trademark Bond villain act – carped
over and over again about a categorical imperative: we need “Cooperation in a Fragmented
World”.

Canadian Academics for COVID Ethics

By Canadian Academics for COVID Ethics, January 18, 2023

Canadian Academics for Covid Ethics (CA4CE) is a group of researchers and scholars from
fields  spanning the natural  and social  sciences  and humanities.  We are  greatly  concerned
about the mismanagement of the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 pandemic response in Canada and
around the world. We are publicly funded experts trained in thinking through problems,
integrating knowledge, and sharing our findings in written and spoken form. Therefore, it is
our duty to raise these concerns.
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How Facebook Removed “True Content” for Pfizer and the White House

By Igor Chudov, January 18, 2023

Facebook  willingly  and  enthusiastically  participated  in  a  cruel,  dishonest,  manipulative
scheme that ended up with millions affected by Covid vaccines. Was it done “for the good of
humanity”? Was it an honest mistake? It was NOT an honest mistake.

A Picture of Global Complicity: Aiding Myanmar’s Military Regime

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, January 18, 2023

International  relations  remains  the  sum  game  of  vast  hypocrisies,  a  patchwork  of
compromises and the compromised.  Every moral condemnation of a regime’s conduct is
bound to be shown up as an exercise in double standards, often implicating the accusers.  In
the case of the military regime in Myanmar, double standards are not only modish but
expected.

After COVID Vaccine Rolled Out, the FAA Tacitly Admitted that Pilots Electrocardiogram
(EKG) Are No Longer Normal.

By Steve Kirsch, January 18, 2023

In the October 2022 version of the FAA Guide for Aviation Medical Examiners, the FAA
quietly widened the EKG parameters beyond the normal range (from a PR max of .2 to
unlimited). And they didn’t widen the range by a little. They widened it by a lot. It was done
after the vaccine rollout.
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